STARS Learning Skills and Behaviour Map– Year 5
Safe
Behaviours

Talents, Interests &
Identity Behaviours

Achievement
Behaviours

RRR
Behaviours

Social Skills
Behaviours

EXPLORATION
Learning
Skills
EVALUATION
Learning
Skills

1. I can study safely
online to follow lines
of inquiry.
6. I am able to reflect on
situations and learn
from them in order to
be safe.

2. I can examine
concepts closely to
self-improve.
7. I can recognise
barriers to learning
and suggest ways to
remove them.

3. I can consider
alternate options to
achieve my best.
8. I can review my own
work and targets to
identify strengths and
improvements.

PERSEVERENCE
Learning
SKILLS

11. I have the confidence
to express my opinions
appropriately and
listen to the advice of
others.
16. I take responsibility for
my own safety and
make good choices
when faced with
difficult situations.
21. I understand the
importance of a
healthy lifestyle and
feel confident to try
new experiences.

12. I can apply previous
knowledge in new
situations to tackle
unfamiliar tasks with
confidence.
17. I can apply previous
knowledge to develop
my talents and
interests.

13. I can focus, sustain my
attention and
concentration,
resisting distractions,
to achieve my best.
18. I recognise how
different learning
contexts affect my
motivation and take
responsibility.
23. I know that if I am
wrong about
something, I can learn
from it, patiently
problem solving
solutions.
28. I give constructive
feedback and advice to
others in a sensitive /
considerate way.

4. I can learn with an
open mind to embrace
divergent thionking.
9. I can change and adapt
my point of view by
understanding and
appreciating that of
others.
14. I work towards a goal
as a team member
with respect for
others, even when we
do not agree.
19. I understand that my
behaviour is my
responsibility and I can
manage it
appropriately.
24. I respect the rights of
others to challenge my
ideas and appreciate
our differences can
create opportunities.

5. I can review with
consideration for
others.
10. I am confident in my
own opinions and can
share them
appropriately with
others.
15. I willingly improve my
interpersonal skills
through building on
constructive advice
from others.
20. I know how to express
my thoughts and ideas
effectively and make a
positive contribution.

29. I recognise the impact
I have on others and
am responsible for my
actions.

30. I identify strengths in
others and understand
how my words and
actions affect others
within a group.
35. I can find new ways of
working with others to
generate a positive
outcome.

INDEPENDENCE
Learning
SKILLS

CHALLENGE
Learning
SKILLS

COOPERATION
&
COLLABORATION
Learning
SKILLS

CREATIVE
THINKING
Learning
SKILLS

26. I can recognise in
others when they are
not safe and know the
steps I can take to
help.
31. I feel confident to
appropriately
challenge people or
situations I do not feel
safe in.

22. I work divergently with
others to achieve set
goals; I create
opportunities to
develop talents and
interests.
27. I can use my talents
and interests to
contribute and help
others.
32. I can think divergently
to reflect upon and
improve my skills to
make constructive
learning links.

33. I can investigate and
explore new learning
using all my
appropriate senses.

34. I am open-minded to
learn about the people
and environment
around me to make a
positive contribution.

25. I can give constructive
advice and feedback to
my peers to enhance
the learning
environment.

